How do we fix the “jittering” on the filming?

You have been relatively quiet of late and all I can think of is that you don’t quite see how you can be more convincing in getting people like Kat and Mindy who represent mainstream America to embrace what I am doing.

Like you they are not able to focus on the “end game” beginning by not trying to come up with gimmicks or new names but to examine exactly what it is that your generation and the one after you are doing on facebook-myspace et al as they all try to “make friends and influence people”.

Even the scummiest of the scum want to be liked and feel part of a “network” until of course they all figure out these networks are moments away from biting them in the rear end.

Everyone wants their privacy, really?

Dale Carnegie understood the “weakness” of the human spirit beginning with the utter nonsense of the “American Fighting Spirit” that has always been one big illusion.
Every so often a real hero like 4 Star American General Stilwell comes along and quess what, US Americans don’t even embrace him, instead he is a national hero to the awesome 1.5 billion strong Chinese who got their population control far quicker under control than US American fatsos and anorexics, so extreme in everything beginning with our gladiator sport football where the “downed hero” is soon replaced with new blood who in no time at all is soon replaced or traded to an “enemy team”, how so pathetic and superficial can one get.

Adam, WHAT THE FUCK!, don’t you get it?

Look at the next generation of kids as they “clamor” to find friends putting up photos of themselves even their ugly of ugly grandmothers, all competing for ATTENTION because that is ALL their totally discombobulated parents give them at home, all feeling they are the “center of the universe”.

I am not the first person you have heard say that US Americans think the world revolves around us.

So now you are saying, “Shit again he is making perfect sense!”

Then you will get up, walk around, maybe go for a walk on the beach, and then you will resort to the same old bs.

So you also say that you are not the only person in the world who is “so predictable”.

Did you notice if my “footprint” on the internet has got any less in the time it took you to read the above paragraph at least 3 times?

Did you notice whether it was important that my heart is still ticking and that compared to say 90% of the American population my age and younger I am a whole lot fitter as well as happier, most of all that I don’t find the need like most teenage kids and bored young housewives to be involved with websites like myspace and mybook blah blah.

So why not get on to jdate.com and match.com and ask all the chicks how they think I might get “friends” to visit with me at myspace.com and facebook.com?

Do you remember that I didn’t hear for the first time my mother’s THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING A WOMAN record when we recently had it transferred and now placed up on just3ants.com.?

Do you remember reading in her rather recent memoirs about her feeling the need for her 4 children, all born before she was 29, “to get their training outside of the country of their birth”.

Did you know that I was very much a man when I left South Africa back on March 17th, 1978, one week shy of my 21st first birthday armed with a “Letter of
Introduction” to take over from my extraordinarily cash and mineral rich uncle David Gevisser as the American head of the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel, which didn’t come about because I could simply handle myself pretty well were I to have got involved in a “street fight” on the streets of downtown Chicago?

While most white American and white South African kids for that matter, learned between the ages of 9 when I first held an Israeli made Uzi submachine gun and 15 when I completed my Gadna training at Kibbutz Sde Boker in the Negev Desert, how mostly to “play politics” spending inordinate amounts of their “play time” figuring how to get what they want by playing first brother against sister and then mother against father and back and forth, I was mostly thinking of the economics of war and how it played in to my amazing father being unemployed as others his age, younger and older all so very much benefitted from the United States of America’s most brutal South African Apartheid Regime.

Stay tuned!

Ps – You shouldn’t have forgotten the importance of my presence when hearing time and again Roger W. Robinson and his “bosom buddy” King Golden Jr. Esq. pontificating on “our Man Roger’s” close ally in the White House during the “Being There” President Ronald W. Reagan’s first administration, Sec. James A. Baker being, “THE MOST DANGEROUS PERSON IN THE WORLD”, and who later “made the arguments” that resulted in the US Supreme Court declaring George W. Bush President and then later on January 25th, 2004 “our Man Roger” appeared on 60 Minutes in a very carefully orchestrated “hatchet job” on President George W. Bush and then later Sec. James A. Baker leading what was nothing short of a “coup de tête” against President George W. Bush that resulted in “our Man Roger” and Sec. Baker’s man, Robert Gates replacing Donald Rumsfeld as Secretary of Defense.

You know that if you were simply “street smart” but without an elementary school education to interfere with your learning, you would understand perfectly well that the world’s leading bankers who engage law firms such as that of Sec. James A. Baker who by no coincidence also represent the House of Saud-Al Quaida, Saudi Arabia, believed that they would be easily able to “spoon feed” athletic George W. Bush and like the brainwashed public were convinced the “apple doesn’t fall from the tree”, not thinking in a million years that George W. Bush would be his “own man” beginning the minute he entered the Oval Office and saw the dire straits balance sheet of the United States and prudently began to “talk down” the US economy to prepare US Americans to “pull up our socks” and stop thinking it is smart to be cool but to actually begin to work for a living or find ourselves soon “out of luck”, that had both the left and right in the United States and their elitist counterparts in the rest of the world, “seeing red” and so George W. Bush had no choice but to “go quiet” even though he knew and so did any human being with just an iota of a brain that his administration had inherited one most extraordinary recession that didn’t go away; and then to top it off President George W. Bush denounced the atrocity of the Yalta Conference, telling his father’s generation it was just a matter of time before the “Sh*t would hit the fan” [sic] which then began to unleash the brute military forces of Sec. James A. Baker and “our man Roger”.
I think you have enough to finish off your analysis of the ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report, the Military Report of all time.
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From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:justanotherant@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 09, 2008 6:20 PM
To: 'Gary S Gevisser'
Subject: RE: facebook - myspace combine the two = spaceface

Or facespace.com

From: Gary S Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Saturday, February 09, 2008 6:07 PM
To: 'Adam L Tucker'
Subject: facebook - myspace combine the two = spaceface